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With the first full week, there was a f activity as all six freshman inter prepared for the win ist Director Richai rned that these B compute in 158 xw forthcoming sports fans will get ness much as was able to in there were only the three year teams Both basketball as this week. The peaks tomor now evening with the wagers, Wednesday evening:

Harrier C

Bob Mullen '60 ans were elected toplex e country team at coming up this class. Both were consistent for this year's honors captain of the 1986 hl has lettered twice in also a double letter

How v people n neighborhood held in love som parts and the day disturb ing to order kind of involved hard for was very good of beer! Two men when Pe sangs the way th found G out over his name, and the appeal spilt to lay from Peeny no

was a cover pen souning a note that no one else had ever heard before. "Good heavens," Gunaby said, "this isn't a very strong War, old boy. Never saw her before I ever heard of her before these little ones...

"How sad," Peeny said lightly, taking a golden glass of Schnapps from a golden tray. "Can't we play some games now?" I stared at her, appalled by all things shallow and handicapped. After a time I found Gunaby, pedaling morosely round and round on a rubber raft in his pool. He was all alone. I raised my glass of Schnapps to him and whispered, "The poor guy. The poor, vulnerable guy.'